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Abstract

We analyse the relationship between unemployment and self-assessed health using the
European Community Household Panel (ECHP) for Finland over the period 1996-2001.
Our results reveal that the event of becoming unemployed does not matter as such for
self-assessed health. The health status of those that end up being unemployed is lower
than that of the continually employed. Hence, persons who have poor health are being
selected for the pool of the unemployed. This explains why, in a cross-section,
unemployment is associated with poor self-assessed health. However, we are somewhat
more likely to obtain the negative effects of unemployment on health when long-term
unemployment is used as the measure of unemployment experience.
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1. Introduction 

 

The welfare effects of unemployment have been considered in many strands of research. 

Several empirical studies ranging from research papers in medicine to those in the social 

sciences and economics have shown that unemployment is associated with adverse 

health outcomes (e.g. Björklund and Eriksson, 1998; Mathers and Schofield, 1998). 

Both cross-sectional and panel data sets and both objective and subjective measures of 

health have been used in this literature. Furthermore, the relationship between health 

and subsequent unemployment has been examined (e.g. Arrow, 1996; Riphahn, 1999). 

There is some evidence that poor health is associated with subsequent unemployment. 

On the other hand, the growing research on the determinants of happiness in economics 

reports that the unemployed are very unhappy if they are evaluated by standard 

subjective measures (e.g. Clark and Oswald, 1994; DiTella et al. 2001). There are also 

some recent studies that have looked at unemployment and the subsequent evolution of 

the subjective measures of well-being, most notably happiness and life satisfaction, in a 

panel data setting (e.g. Lucas et al. 2004; Clark, 2007), but the available empirical 

evidence is still sparse in this respect. 

 

In this paper, our purpose is to analyse the evolution of self-assessed health in a panel 

data setting before and after the event of unemployment occurs and also when 

unemployed persons become employed again in order to disentangle the causal effect of 

unemployment on health. In contrast to most of the earlier studies, we apply difference-

in-differences models and matching methods. In particular, the use of matching methods 

allows us to take into account the selection for unemployment and the possibility of 

reverse causality from poor health to unemployment. Previously, this selectivity issue 
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has mainly been tackled by using plant closings as instruments for unemployment (e.g. 

Kuhn et al. 2004; Browning et al. 2006). 

 

Our most important empirical finding is that the event of unemployment does not matter 

as such for self-assessed health in a panel data setting. The health status of those that 

end up being unemployed is lower than that of the continually employed before their 

unemployment episodes actually start. Hence, persons who have poor health are being 

selected for the pool of the unemployed. This explains why, in a cross-section, 

unemployment is associated with poor self-assessed health. However, we are somewhat 

more likely to obtain the negative effects of unemployment on health when long-term 

unemployment is used as the measure of unemployment experience.  

 

We take advantage of the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) for Finland, 

which is a representative household survey. The ECHP has not been much exploited in 

the literature on the determination of self-assessed health (see, however, Hildebrand and 

van Kerm, 2004, and Cantanero and Pascual, 2005). The data span the period 1996-

2001. As a result, it covers a period long enough reliable results about the adverse 

effects of unemployment on health to be obtained. The effect of unemployment on a 

subjective measure of health is interesting in the current Finnish context, because the 

national unemployment rate surged very rapidly from 3 to 17 per cent in the early 

1990s.
1
 Such an increase has been unprecedented among the industrial countries. High 

unemployment may reduce the negative subjective health effects that are associated 

with the personal experience of unemployment, because less stress and social stigma 

may arise from being unemployed in times of high unemployment (e.g. Lindbeck et al. 

1999; Clark, 2003). This point is relevant, because the relatively high unemployment 
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rate has persisted in Finland since the great depression of the early 1990s. Importantly, 

persistent unemployment is helpful when investigating the relationship between health 

and unemployment, because there are a great number of unemployment episodes that 

start at any given point of time that allow us to analyse the causal effect of 

unemployment on health in detail. In addition, long-term unemployment rose a great 

deal in Finland during the 1990s. This is useful when investigating the habituation 

effects on unemployment. 

 

Measures of self-assessed health are widely used in empirical research. Despite this, 

there is still some amount of scepticism regarding the use of self-reported data on 

health. In particular, subjective measures of health that often originate from household 

surveys can be criticised on the ground that they provide potentially biased information 

about persons’ health for the very reason that they are self-reported. Accordingly, self-

reported information on health cannot be as reliable as that based on the objective 

measurement of health. However, various subjective measures of health have been 

proven to have substantial value in predicting objective health outcomes, including 

morbidity and mortality (e.g. Idler and Benyamini, 1997; Franks et al. 2003; Van 

Doorslear and Jones, 2003).
2
 For that reason alone they are worth analysing. 

 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents a summary of the earlier Finnish 

studies on the effect of unemployment on health. Section 3 provides a description of the 

data. Section 4 reports our results. Section 5 concludes the paper.  
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2. Earlier evidence from Finland 

 

There is a large international literature on the connections between unemployment and 

health. Since we are using Finnish data in the empirical study, we illustrate different 

kinds of approaches by using previous Finnish studies as examples.  

 

Many of the earlier studies are based on the simple comparison of population averages. 

The results concerning the connection between unemployment and health are, for the 

most part, mixed (e.g. Martikainen and Valkonen, 1996; Lahelma et al. 1997). Based on 

these studies, it seems that the health status of the unemployed slightly improved in 

Finland during the 1990s. There are two potential explanations for this pattern. First, 

there are more healthy individuals in the pool of unemployed persons during the times 

of high unemployment, because there may be less selection in the process to become 

unemployed. For instance, unemployment incidence rose a great deal across all 

education levels during the great depression of the early 1990s. Second, it is possible 

that the social stigma from being unemployed has somewhat decreased during the times 

of high unemployment and has thus mitigated the potential negative effects of 

unemployment on health.  

 

From the macroeconomic perspective, Jäntti et al. (2000) by exploiting municipal data 

over the period 1987-1994 discover, that regional unemployment was not associated 

with an increase in mortality among Finns during an episode of rapidly increasing 

average unemployment. One possible way to interpret this result is to say that the 

welfare state managed to insulate many of the negative effects of rising aggregate 

unemployment on health. 
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Closest to our paper are the earlier Finnish studies that follow the same individuals over 

time through the use of panel data. In contrast to papers that rely solely on the 

comparison of population averages, these studies provide somewhat more robust 

empirical evidence for the view that unemployment leads to deterioration in measures of 

health (Lahelma, 1989; Leino-Arjas et al. 1999; Nyman, 2002). In contemporaneous 

work, Martikainen et al. (2007) discover that workplace downsizing and workplace 

closures increase mortality among the affected workers, but the effects are modest in the 

context of high unemployment or rapid downsizing. Still, the underlying causal 

relationship between unemployment and health remains largely unsolved and has not 

been examined in the same way as in some papers in the international literature (e.g. 

Kuhn et al. 2004; Browning et al. 2006), where plant closings have been exploited as 

exogenous shocks that cause unemployment. Furthermore, some of the earlier studies 

(e.g. Leino-Arjas et al. 1999) have been based on very restricted samples covering 

special groups of workers and this makes it rather difficult to generalize the results 

obtained. 

 

Related to our research are also earlier empirical findings (Böckerman and Ilmakunnas, 

2006, using the World Values Surveys 1991, 1996 and 2000; Ervasti and Venetoklis, 

2006, using the European Social Survey 2002/2003) according to which experiencing 

unemployment does not have a significant negative effect on the level of happiness 

(conditional on income) in Finland. However, in these studies the data have been 

separate cross-sections, making it hard to isolate the causal influences. 
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3. Data 

 

Our paper takes advantage of the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) for 

Finland over the period 1996-2001. The ECHP is based on a standardised questionnaire 

that involves annual interviews of a representative panel of households and individuals 

in each European Union country (e.g. Peracchi, 2002). Co-ordination of the national 

surveys is conducted by Eurostat. The fact that the ECHP is representative over 

population is an important advantage with respect to some earlier studies on the 

relationship between unemployment and health that have used panel data sources. The 

ECHP is composed of a separate personal file and a separate household file that can be 

linked with each other. In this paper, we use data from the personal file, because it is the 

file that contains information on self-assessed health.   

 

The ECHP’s questions include various topics such as income, health, education, 

housing, living conditions, demographics and employment characteristics, among other 

things. Finland was included in the ECHP for the first time in 1996 after she joined the 

European Union. The European Union stopped gathering the ECHP in 2001, which 

means that Finland is included in six waves of the data.
3
 The ECHP data allow us to 

record the health status of individuals before their unemployment episodes actually 

start. This constitutes an important advantage over cross-section data sources that have 

been more frequently used in research to compare population averages, because we are 

in a better position to analyse the underlying causal effect of unemployment on health. 

In this paper, we focus on transitions between work and unemployment or vice versa. 

Hence, we exclude persons who are out of the labour force, like retirees and students.  
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One’s self-assessed health status is an answer to the question: ”How is your health in 

general?”. This question aims to summarise an individual’s general state of health at the 

moment of interview. Self-assessed health is measured on an ordinal 5-point Likert scale 

with alternatives 5 (‘very good’), 4 (‘good’), 3 (‘fair’), 2 (‘bad’) or 1 (‘very bad’). 

Hence, a higher value on this scale means that a person feels currently healthier.
4
 A similar 

question on self-assessed health appears in many other well-known household surveys 

such as the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) and the German Socio-Economic 

Panel (GSOEP). There are two recent papers that have analysed the determination of 

self-assessed health by using the ECHP for various countries. Hildebrand and Van 

Kerm (2004) focus on the connection between income inequality and self-assessed 

health by using the ECHP for 11 countries. Cantarero and Pascual (2005) investigate the 

relationship between socio-economic status and health by using the ECHP for Spain. To 

our knowledge, the effect of unemployment on self-assessed health has not been 

examined previously through the use of the ECHP. 

 

We study persons that are unemployed at least once over the period 1996-2001. The 

reference group consists of those that are continually at work. This means that 

unemployed persons are compared with persons with a strong attachment to the labour 

market. The ECHP does not incorporate direct information about the unemployment 

duration for the persons interviewed. However, the data record monthly activity statuses 

(unemployed being one possible alternative) for each person for the whole year before 

the interview. In addition, the data contain information on the month in which the 

interview took place in each wave. This piece of information is important, because the 

main month of interview in the ECHP for Finland has changed from the beginning of 

the year in the first waves towards the end of the year in the last waves. By combining 
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information on the monthly activity statuses and the month of interview, it is possible to 

construct a measure for each person’s unemployment duration in months at the time of 

the interview. Following the conventions of the Ministry of Labour, we define the term 

‘long-term unemployed’ to include those persons that have been unemployed 

continuously at least for six months. In this way, we avoid problem of “top-coding” in 

the unemployment duration mentioned, in the context of the ECHP, by Clark (2007).
5
  

 

4. Findings  

 

4.1. Descriptive evidence 

 

Figure 1 documents the evolution of the average level of self-assessed health in the 

years 1996-2001. The health status of those who are employed has slightly deteriorated 

over the period. The overall change is not large by any reasonable standards. More 

interestingly, the population averages reveal that the health status of the unemployed is 

clearly lower than that of the employed and it also deteriorated somewhat during the 

1990s. Furthermore, the health status of the long-term unemployed is lower than that of 

all unemployed.  

 

=== FIGURE 1 HERE === 

 

Table 1 reports a cross-tabulation of the self-assessed health and unemployment status. 

This simple characterization of the data provides some evidence that the health status of 

those who are currently unemployed is lower than that of the employed. In particular, 

long-term unemployment seems to damage self-assessed health. However, it is 
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important to keep in mind that this kind of purely descriptive analysis that exploits 

solely the cross-sectional variation in the data is not able to reveal anything about the 

underlying causal relationship between unemployment and health.  

 

=== TABLE 1 HERE === 

 

To shed light on the causal relationship, we need to take advantage of the panel 

dimension of the ECHP. Accordingly, it is useful to illustrate the changes in health 

around the beginning of unemployment episodes. Figure 2 shows a Galton squeeze 

diagram (see Campbell and Kenny, 1999) of the development of self-assessed health 

before and after becoming unemployed. The starting points of the lines on the left-hand 

side of the figure show the initial levels of health while the individuals were still 

working. The end-points of the lines on the right-hand side of the figure show the 

average level of health after becoming unemployed. The figure summarizes changes in 

health using all two-year pairs in the panel. For example, those who had self-assessed 

health equal to 1 while still working had, on average, level 1.5 after becoming 

unemployed. The pattern of the lines shows that there is a regression towards the mean: 

Those with poor or good health tend to converge towards the average. Clearly, we 

cannot say that on average becoming unemployed leads to a fall in health.
6
 Figure 3 

shows the same kind of diagram drawn using data from all two-year periods where the 

individuals were employed in both periods. We can see that even in this case there is a 

regression towards the mean. The main difference between Figures 2 and 3 is that in 

Figure 2 those who have low self-assessed health in the first period do not converge as 

much to the average as those with low health in Figure 3. That is, those with low health 

while employed tend to stay at a relatively low health level when they become 
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unemployed. However, in general, we cannot say that those becoming unemployed 

converge to a different mean health level than those in continuous employment. 

 

== FIGURES 2 AND 3 HERE === 

 

The relationship between health and unemployment can also be evaluated in another 

way by looking at changes in the subjective perception of health status when a person 

switches from unemployment to employment. Figure 4 shows the Galton squeeze 

diagram for those who are unemployed in the first period, but employed in the second 

period.
 
The pattern in Figure 4 is similar to the previous figures, except for the line 

starting from 1 which is, however, based on only two observations.
7
  

 

=== FIGURE 4 HERE === 

 

One problem clearly revealed by Figures 2-4 is that the regression towards the mean is 

partly driven by the fact that health cannot improve beyond level 5 and hence for those 

at level 5, the level in the next period is likely to be on average below 5. Similarly, 

health cannot fall below level 1 and hence for those at level 1, the level in the next 

period is likely to be on average above 1. It is therefore likely that controlling for the 

initial level of health is necessary when one is studying changes in the health scores.
8
  

 

4.2. Difference-in-differences estimates 

 

To analyse the relationship between unemployment and health more closely, we 

estimate difference-in-differences models in which an individual’s self-assessed health 
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is explained with a dummy variable for the ”unemployment target group” that consists 

of persons that become unemployed at least once during the period 1996-2001, a 

dummy variable for those currently unemployed after a period of employment (the 

dummy is equal to one in all the years of unemployment after an employment spell), a 

dummy for the “employment target group” that consists of those who become employed 

at least once, a dummy for those employed after a period of unemployment (the dummy 

is equal to one in all the years of employment after an unemployment spell), a dummy 

for those who are unemployed for the whole data period, and year dummies to capture 

the effect of business cycle fluctuations. In some of the models we also include 

individual-level control variables X, age and its square, gender and the level of 

education in three categories, which capture the ‘usual suspects’ that should have a 

bearing on the self-assessed level of health,
9
 and the health status in the previous period. 

This analysis of changes in health status assumes that self-assessed health is measured 

on a cardinal scale, and not on an ordinal scale, and that both experiencing 

unemployment and becoming employed after a period of unemployment are exogenous 

events. The estimated model is  

 

Healthit = α + β(becomes unemployed at least once)i + γ(unemployed after 

employment)it + φ(becomes employed at least once)i + µ(employed after 

unemployment)it + η(always unemployed)i + Xitθ  + Σtτt(year t) + ρhealthi,t-1 + εit      (1) 

 

The average health level for those in continuous employment is α, for those who 

become unemployed at some stage but are currently employed α + β, for those who 

become unemployed α + β + γ, for those who become employed at some stage but are 

currently unemployed α + φ, for those who become employed α + φ + µ, and for those 
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who are unemployed for the whole period α + η. It is possible that some individuals 

become unemployed in some period and employed in some other period (or vice versa), 

so that they belong to both “target groups”. For them, the “basic” level of health is α + 

β + φ and it is changed by γ (µ) when they become unemployed (employed). The 

coefficients of the indicator variables from the OLS estimation of model (1) are reported 

in the first two columns of Table 2. 

 

=== TABLE 2 HERE === 

 

We first consider the results without controls and without lagged health as an 

explanatory variable. The results in Column 1 reveal that the unemployed tend to have 

lower health than those who are continuously employed (the reference group). Those 

who are always unemployed in the data period have clearly lower health (the indicator 

is significant at the 1% level), but also those who become unemployed at some stage 

have a lower self-assessed health level. However, those who are unemployed but 

become employed again at some stage have a somewhat higher health level than the 

reference group. On the other hand, when those working become unemployed, their 

self-assessed health status does not deteriorate and when those who are unemployed 

find a job, their health status does not improve.
10

 Taken together, our results show that 

unemployment as such does not seem to worsen the level of self-assessed health. It is 

more the case that the persons who experience poor health are being selected for the 

pool of unemployed persons and those who manage to escape unemployment tend to 

have better health in the first place. When we include the observable characteristics of 

the individuals (gender, age and its square, and educational level), the coefficients of the 
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indicators for the employment status become lower in absolute value, and the indicator 

for those who at some stage become employed is no longer significant. 

 

There may be unobserved attributes of the individuals that affect both the level of health 

experienced and the probability of being unemployed. To account for this, we estimate 

the model with fixed effects using the within transformation. In this case, the time-

invariant group indicators are left out (and the gender dummy is excluded from the 

controls). The estimated model is  

 

Healthit = αi + γ(unemployed after employment)it + µ(employed after unemployment)it  

+ Xitθ  + Σtτt(year t) + ρhealthi,t-1 + εit           (2) 

 

The results with and without control variables and without lagged health are shown in 

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2. Again, the indicators for being unemployed after 

employment and for being employed after unemployment are not statistically 

significant. Hence, there is no clear impact of unemployment on health.  

 

The above results are based on treatment of the health scores as cardinal variables.
11

 It is 

likely, however, that the respondents do not treat health level 3, for example, as three 

times as good as level 1. We therefore estimated the difference-in-differences model (1) 

also using ordered logit. In this case we assume that Health is a continuous latent 

variable that is observed as a discrete ordinal variable. The results are shown in 

Columns 5 and 6 of Table 2. The results regarding the signs and significance of the 

coefficients are quite similar to those obtained with the OLS estimation, although the 

magnitudes of the coefficients are, of course, not comparable.  
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To include fixed effects in the ordered logit estimation, we follow the suggestion of 

Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004). They show that an ordered logit model with fixed 

effects can be estimated as a fixed effect logit (conditional logit) model, where the 

ordered data are collapsed to binary data with individual-specific thresholds. In our 

case, the recording of observations to “high” and “low” health is individual-specific, 

based on the individuals’ average health scores in the panel. In this case, only 

individuals with changes in health status over time can be included. Columns 7 and 8 of 

Table 2 show the estimation results. Again, the labour market status indicators that are 

time-invariant have been left out. The indicators for becoming unemployed or becoming 

employed are clearly not significant.
12

 As another way of taking fixed effects into 

account, we used Chamberlain’s random effect estimation in an ordered probit model. 

The individual means of the control variables were included as additional explanatory 

variables to proxy the fixed effects and the model was estimated with random effect 

ordered probit. The estimates are shown in Column 9 of Table 2. The results are fairly 

close to those obtained with ordered logit (column 6). Those who are always 

unemployed in the data period or become unemployed at some stage have poorer health. 

 

The descriptive analysis of the data suggested that it may be worthwhile to include 

lagged health status as an explanatory variable. In addition, past health may have an 

impact on becoming unemployed, which can be controlled by including the lagged 

health variable in the regression. Table 3 shows the estimation results for various 

models with a lagged dependent variable. Columns 1 and 2 show the OLS estimates 

where it is again assumed that health is a cardinal measure. The lagged health variable 

has a significant positive coefficient.  
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=== TABLE 3 HERE === 

 

Adding lagged health to the model reduces the significance of the indicators for the 

groups “becomes unemployed at least once” and “becomes employed at least once” and 

“always unemployed”. This is what one would expect, since if the individuals that 

experience unemployment have poor health in the first place, it should be picked up by 

the lagged variable. The lagged health variable has a positive coefficient of 0.588. 

Therefore, deducting lagged health from both sides, changes in the health scores are 

negatively related to previous health. This is exactly what regression towards the mean 

implies: those with a high initial health level are likely to experience a fall in health and 

those with a low initial level a gain in health.
13

 Inclusion of control variables again 

reduces the absolute values of the coefficients of the indicator variables, but does not 

change our conclusions.  

 

Including fixed effects in the model with lagged health would lead to inconsistent 

estimates. We therefore use the Anderson-Hsiao estimator, where the data are first 

differenced and the lagged difference of the health score is instrumented with the lagged 

level of health two periods previously. Again the indicators for changing the labour 

market status are non-significant. The negative sign of the lagged differenced health 

variable in these fixed effects results is consistent with regression towards the mean.  

 

When the health variable is treated as an ordinal measure, we face an initial condition 

problem when the lagged health score is included. If the initial health status is fixed, we 

can simply include lagged health in an ordered logit model. We do this by including 

separate dummy variables for different health scores in the previous period (denoted 
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Health (t-1) = j, with j=2,…,5). The lagged values for Levels 3 to 5 have significant 

coefficients. Without observable individual characteristics the results are qualitatively 

similar to the OLS results. When the personal characteristics are included, only the 

indicator for being always unemployed is significant. When the initial condition is 

treated as stochastic we use the Chamberlain type of approach and include individual 

means of the characteristics (to proxy fixed effects) and initial levels of the lagged 

health status dummies in a random effect ordered probit estimation (see Wooldridge, 

2002). The results are relatively similar to the ordered logit estimates. 

 

4.3. Propensity score matching estimates 

 

To evaluate the robustness of the basic results that are based on regression-based 

models further, we estimate propensity score matching models.
14

 Persons with certain 

observable characteristics are much more likely to be unemployed. For instance, the less 

educated face disproportionate difficulties in the labour market. The key idea of 

propensity score matching is to construct a control group from the group of untreated 

individuals and to ensure that the control group is as similar as possible to the treatment 

group with respect to available observable characteristics. In our case, the treatment is 

becoming unemployed (or becoming employed) and we study its effect on self-assessed 

health. In particular, we need not worry about the endogeneity of becoming unemployed 

(or employed). 

 

Matching has some important advantages over regression-based methods that were used 

to produce the basic results. Being a non-parametric method, matching does not impose 

any specific linearity assumptions on the evaluated effects that are inherent in 
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regression-based modelling. Furthermore, matching explicitly tries to find for each 

untreated unit a similar treated unit to evaluate the counterfactual, i.e. what would 

happen to the treatment group without the treatment. As a drawback, it has to be 

assumed that there are no unobservable factors that affect the individuals’ probability of 

becoming unemployed. Controlling for the observable factors, the outcome (health) is 

assumed to be independent of the treatment status (conditional independence or 

unconfoundedness assumption). One need not control for all the observable factors at 

the same time, but it suffices to condition on the propensity score, i.e. the probability of 

treatment. In using the propensity score, one has to further rule out the perfect 

predictability of the treatment (overlap or common support assumption). Corresponding 

assumptions apply when the treatment is becoming employed. 

 

We first estimate a probit model for the probability of becoming unemployed (i.e. the 

probability that the person is unemployed, given that he or she was employed in the 

previous year). The explanatory variables include personal factors such as age, age 

squared, and the level of education (dummies for medium and high levels). We also 

include the employer’s characteristics, a dummy for small firms (less than 20 

employees), and a dummy for the public sector. These variables are lagged by one 

period. In addition, we include lagged health status and year dummies. For simplicity, 

we include the lagged health score directly, rather than separate dummies for different 

health levels. The probit model is estimated using pooled data for the whole period. 

Since the aim is to model selection on observables, we do not model unobservable 

individual characteristics in the probit model. The data set in the probit estimation 

consists of year pairs for those who are employed both in the current year and in the 
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previous year and those who are unemployed in the current year, but were employed in 

the previous year.  

 

The propensity scores are used with nearest-neighbour matching (one-to-one matching 

with replacement) and kernel (Epanechenikov kernel) methods when calculating the 

average treatment effect on the treated (ATT).
15

 In particular, the self-assessed health 

status of those that have become unemployed, i.e. the treatment group, is compared with 

those employed that have a similar propensity to be in the pool of unemployed persons, 

but are not currently in that pool, i.e. the control group. Assuming that the health status 

is a cardinal outcome measure, we then calculate the average treatment effect on the 

treated.  

 

An alternative measure of health impact, which takes better account of the ordinal 

nature of self-assessed health, is constructed using the probabilities of different levels of 

health. Using the same set of individuals as in the probit model, we estimate an ordered 

probit model for health, using age, age squared, gender, educational levels, and lagged 

health as the explanatory variables. Using the estimates, we calculate the probabilities of 

all five health levels for each individual. Using these probabilities we obtain the 

expected health score ∑ =
==

5

1
)Pr()(

j
jHealthjHealthE . This is then used as the 

outcome in propensity score matching. 

 

The above measures essentially treat the data as separate cross-sections and compare the 

health status of the treated and controls in each year. As an alternative, we utilize the 

panel aspect and use changes in health scores or expected health scores as the outcome 
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measures, i.e. we use difference-in-differences matching (e.g. Blundell and Costa Dias, 

2000). 

 

The first column of Table 4 shows the estimates for the probit model for becoming 

unemployed. As expected, higher education decreases the probability of becoming 

unemployed, other things being equal, and employees in small firms are more likely to 

become unemployed. The age effect is U-shaped with young and old employees more 

likely to become unemployed; the minimum is at the age of 43. Public sector employees 

are more likely to face unemployment, which may be related to a large share of 

temporary employees in this sector. In addition, lagged self-assessed health in the 

previous year has a negative and significant coefficient when explaining the probability 

of becoming unemployed in the current year. The propensity score matching is 

performed using the region of common support for the propensity scores, which 

included 405 cases of a person becoming unemployed (none off support) and 11006 

control cases.
16

 Figure 5 plots the distributions of the propensity scores before 

matching. The figure shows that for the controls the probability of becoming 

unemployed tends to be smaller. To check the validity of the matching, covariate 

balancing is tested. The results are shown in Table 5. For all the variables the matching 

succeeds in making the means of the covariates close to each other for the treated and 

controls.
17

 

 

=== FIGURE 5 HERE === 

 

=== TABLES 4-5 HERE === 
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Table 6 reports the estimated treatment effects on the treated, with standard errors 

computed by bootstrapping. When nearest-neighbour matching with replacement is 

used, the average treatment effect of becoming unemployed on self-assessed health is 

small and not statistically significant. The same result is obtained when expected health 

is the outcome. As a robustness check, nearest-neighbour matching was also conducted 

for each year separately. Although the results slightly varied over time, all of the 

estimated ATTs were non-significant. (The results are not reported in the table.) To 

check the robustness of the result further, kernel matching is also used. Now there is a 

significant effect, when expected health is the outcome. Unemployment causes a 

somewhat lower expected health level according to kernel matching. 

 

=== TABLE 6 HERE === 

 

However, a closer way to compare the matching results with those obtained with simple 

parametric regression methods (difference-in-differences) is to use the change in health 

as the outcome. Now both nearest-neighbour and kernel matching give the same 

conclusion: changes in health or expected health are not statistically significantly 

different in the treatment group and control group.
18

 Taken together, the results based 

on matching confirm our earlier conclusions that the experience of unemployment as 

such does not have an independent influence on the self-assessed level of health, but 

those persons with a low perception of their health are more likely to become 

unemployed in the first place. In fact, it is likely that using the health level as the 

outcome picks up the health difference, even when lagged health is used as a variable in 

the estimation of the propensity scores. 
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A corresponding matching analysis is done for the treatment of becoming employed. In 

this case the data set is restricted in each year pair to those who are unemployed in both 

the current and past periods and those who become employed in the current period. The 

second column of Table 4 shows the estimates from the probit models of becoming 

employed. Age has an inverted U-shaped relationship with the probability of becoming 

employed, with maximum at the age of 35, and higher education increases the 

employment probability. In addition, self-assessed health in the previous year has a 

positive and significant coefficient. Note that because all the individuals in this analysis 

are unemployed in t-1, information about the employer is not available. The propensity 

score matching is performed using the region of common support for the scores, which 

includes 542 treated (18 off support) and 793 controls. Figure 6 shows the distribution 

of the propensity scores for the treated and controls. The treatment group tends to have a 

higher probability of becoming employed, which is understandable, since the control 

group also includes those who are unemployed for the whole data period 1996-2001. To 

check the validity of the matching, covariate balancing is tested. According to Table 7, 

the matching again succeeds in making the distributions of the covariates similar.
19

  

 

=== FIGURE 6 HERE === 

 

=== TABLE 7 HERE === 

 

Table 6 reports the results. When nearest-neighbour matching is used, the average 

treatment effect of becoming employed is 0.061, which is statistically significant at the 

10 per cent level. The ATTs with expected health as the outcome or the ones from 

kernel matching are not significant.
20

 When we use change in health as the outcome, we 
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again obtain the result that becoming employed does not improve health in a statistically 

significant way. This is consistent with our findings using difference-in-differences 

models. As a robustness check, we re-run the nearest-neighbour matching analyses for 

each year separately. (The results are not reported in the table.) The conclusions were, 

otherwise, similar to those obtained with the pooled data, but with health as the outcome 

ATT was 0.360 and significant at the 1 per cent level (t-value 8.55) in 2000, driving the 

result for the pooled data. 

 

4.4. Effects of long-term unemployment 

 

In the above analysis we have treated all kinds of unemployment in the same way. Now 

we examine whether the definition of “experiencing unemployment” matters for the 

robustness of the basic results. In this case, we define long-term unemployment as the 

relevant measure of unemployment experience.
21

 The long-term unemployed are those 

persons who have been unemployed continuously at least for six months. Because 

selection by observable characteristics such as education is arguably more important in 

the case of long-term unemployment than for overall unemployment, we focus on the 

results that stem by using matching methods.
22

  

 

We drop the short-term unemployed from matching. Hence, we compare the health 

level of the long-term unemployed with the health of those who are continuously 

employed. The treatment is in this case being long-term unemployed in t conditionally 

on having been employed in t-1, and the outcome variable is alternatively health, 

expected health, or changes in them in t. The probit models for becoming long-term 

unemployed contain the same explanatory variables as earlier for overall 
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unemployment. As expected, persons with a low perception of their health are more 

likely to become long-term unemployed. In addition, the corresponding analysis as 

earlier is done for the treatment of becoming employed after experiencing long-term 

unemployment.  

 

Table 8 summarizes the results. When nearest-neighbour matching is used with the 

health level in t as the outcome variable, the average treatment effect of becoming long-

term unemployed is -0.16. The effect is statistically significant at the 10 per cent level. 

Accordingly, there is some evidence that becoming long-term unemployed leads to a 

deterioration in self-assessed health. However, the results differ by using different 

measures of health, i.e. health vs. expected health and health level vs. change, and 

between different matching methods, nearest-neighbour vs. kernel matching. 

Additionally, becoming employed after long-term unemployment does improve self-

assessed health in a statistically significant way when using nearest-neighbour 

matching, but not when using kernel matching. The result on health is weaker when the 

panel dimension of the data is taken into account in difference-in-differences matching. 

 

=== TABLE 8 HERE === 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

We have explored the relationship between unemployment and self-assessed health. Our 

results show that the event of unemployment does not matter as such for the level of 

self-assessed health, when evaluated in a panel data setting, since the health status of 

those who end up being unemployed is already lower than that of the continually 
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employed before their unemployment episodes actually start. Importantly, the matching 

results are similar to those obtained with simple parametric regression methods 

(difference-in-differences models) when the change in health is used as the outcome. 

Hence, persons who have poor self-assessed health, for some reason or another, are 

being selected for the pool of the unemployed. This explains why, in a cross-section, 

unemployment is associated with poor self-assessed health. Accordingly, unemployment 

may merely be a veil that hides the underlying causes of poor self-assessed health. 

Furthermore, we discover that the definition of “experiencing unemployment” matters 

somewhat for the findings. In particular, we are more likely to obtain the negative effects 

of unemployment on health when we use long-term unemployment as the relevant 

measure of unemployment experience.  

 

Our basic finding, according to which unemployment does not appear to have a 

significant negative effect on self-assessed health, is consistent with the results by Lucas 

et al. (2004) for unemployment and life satisfaction. They show that individuals tend to 

shift back towards their baseline levels of life satisfaction after unemployment has 

lasted for some time. This pattern demonstrates that the unemployed become mentally 

accustomed to their situation rather quickly. This may arise, because unemployment has 

fewer stigma effects in the presence of high aggregate unemployment. From the policy 

perspective, the findings of this paper imply that the allocation of resources to improve 

the health status of those that are currently unemployed is not enough. It is equally 

important to put resources into the improvement of health of those persons currently 

employed, but who are more likely to experience unemployment at some point of time. 
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Table 1. Distribution of the level of self-assessed health.  

Health Employed Unemployed Long-term 

unemployed

Total 

population 

1 32 18 11 50 

 (0.18) (0.66) (0.90) (0.24) 

2 339 143 83 482  

 (1.89) (5.28) (6.83) (2.34) 

3 3779 771 439 4550  

 (21.12) (28.46) (36.10) (22.09) 

4 9807 1296 522 11103  

 (54.92) (47.84) (42.93) (53.90) 

5 3933 481 162 4414  

 (21.98) (17.76) (13.24) (21.43) 

   

Total 17890 2709 1216 20599  

 (100) (100) (100) (100) 
Note: Percentage shares of column totals in parentheses. Long-term unemployed are 

those who have been unemployed continuously at least for six months. 
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Table 2. Effect of labour market status on self-assessed health. 

 OLS OLS Fixed 

effects 

Fixed 

effects 

Ordered 

logit 

Ordered 

logit 

FE ordered 

logit 

FE ordered 

logit 

RE ordered 

probit 

-0.207 -0.097   -0.541 -0.273   -0.228 Becomes unemployed 

at least once  (0.024)*** (0.023)***   (0.064)*** (0.064)***   (0.080)*** 

-0.028 0.028 0.032 0.032 -0.076 0.067 0.198 0.199 0.073 Unemployed after 

employment (0.037) (0.035) (0.027) (0.027) (0.099) (0.100) (0.130) (0.130) (0.068) 

0.095 0.009   0.262 0.032   0.012 Becomes employed at 

least once (0.024)*** (0.022)   (0.063)*** (0.064)   (0.072) 

-0.030 -0.018 -0.009 -0.008 -0.098 -0.064 0.010 0.011 -0.031 Employed after 

unemployment (0.031) (0.029) (0.024) (0.024) (0.082) (0.083) (0.112) (0.112) (0.059) 

-0.457 -0.263   -1.150 -0.694   -0.558 Always unemployed 

(0.026)*** (0.025)***   (0.068)*** (0.071)***   (0.093)*** 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control variables No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

N 19206 19206 19206 19206 19206 19206 12891 12891 19206 
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. Reference group: continuously employed. Unreported control variables include age and its square, gender 

and the level of education in three categories. In the fixed effects models gender is excluded. In FE ordered logit age is also excluded. In the RE model, individual means of control 

variables are also included. 
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Table 3. Effect of labour market status and past health on self-assessed health. 

 OLS OLS First 

difference IV 

First 

difference IV 

Ordered logit Ordered logit RE ordered 

probit 

-0.084 -0.047   -0.264 -0.134 -0.084 Becomes unemployed 

at least once  (0.023)*** (0.023)**   (0.083)*** (0.083) (0.064) 

-0.004 0.020 0.056 0.032 -0.021 0.051 0.026 Unemployed after 

employment (0.033) (0.033) (0.044) (0.027) (0.118) (0.119) (0.074) 

0.066 0.033   0.232 0.118 0.078 Becomes employed at 

least once (0.025)*** (0.025)   (0.088)*** (0.089) (0.065 

-0.044 -0.038 0.065 -0.008 -0.164 -0.147 -0.081 Employed after 

unemployment (0.029) (0.029) (0.042) (0.024) (0.104) (0.105) (0.068) 

-0.188 -0.120   -0.615 -0.401 -0.234 Always unemployed 

(0.025)*** (0.025)***   (0.088)*** (0.091)*** (0.070)*** 

0.588 0.535 -0.437 -0.437    Health(t-1) 

(0.006)*** (0.007)*** (0.011)*** (0.011)***    

Health(t-1) = 2     0.406 0.437 0.195 

     (0.423) (0.426) (0.245) 

Health(t-1) = 3     2.354 2.322 0.661 

     (0.410)*** (0.414)*** (0.240)*** 

Health(t-1) = 4     4.613 4.400 1.219 

     (0.411)*** (0.415)*** (0.244)*** 

Health(t-1) = 5     6.536 6.199 1.631 

     (0.413)*** (0.417)*** (0.250)*** 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control variables No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

N 14524 14524 6447 6447 14524 14524 14524 
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. Reference group: continuously employed. Unreported control variables include age and its square, gender 

and the level of education in three categories. In the differenced models gender is excluded. In the RE model, individual means of control variables and starting values of lagged health 

categories are also included. 
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Table 4. Probit models for change in labour market status. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. 

 

 

Table 5. Test of covariate balancing for becoming unemployed. 

      

Variable Sample Mean 

treated 

Mean 

control 

% bias % 

reduction 

of bias 

t-test 

Age Unmatched 42.541 42.306 2.2  0.47 

 Matched 42.541 42.849 -2.9 -31.6 -0.38 

       

Age squared Unmatched 1938.2 1886.1 5.9  1.24 

 Matched 1938.2 1968.9 -3.5 40.8 -0.46 

       

Middle education (t-1) Unmatched 0.4666 0.3933 14.8  2.96*** 

 Matched 0.4666 0.4814 -3.0 79.8 -0.42 

       

High education (t-1) Unmatched 0.2172 0.4335 -47.4  -8.67*** 

 Matched 0.2172 0.2074 2.2 95.4 0.34 

       

Small firm (t-1) Unmatched 0.5876 0.3509 48.8  9.79*** 

 Matched 0.5876 0.5851 0.5 99.0 0.07 

       

Public sector (t-1) Unmatched 0.4271 0.4485 -4.3  -0.85 

 Matched 0.4271 0.3728 10.9 -153.7 1.58 

       

Health (t-1) Unmatched 3.842 3.9654 -16.9  -3.40*** 

 Matched 3.842 3.8568 -2.0 88.0 -0.29 

       

Note: Year dummies not reported. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. 

 

 Becomes 

unemployed 

Becomes 

employed 

Age -0.074 0.158 

 (0.016)*** (0.025)*** 

Age squared  0.001 -0.002 

 (0.0002)*** (0.0003)*** 

Middle education (t-1) -0.186 0.196 

 (0.057)*** (0.087)*** 

High education (t-1) -0.507 0.438 

 (0.065)*** (0.109)*** 

Small firm (t-1) 0.408  

 (0.046)***  

Public sector (t-1) 0.080  

 (0.048)*  

Health (t-1) -0.062 0.178 

 (0.034)** (0.051)*** 

Year dummies Yes Yes 

N 11411 1353 
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Table 6. Average treatment effect on the treated for overall unemployment. 

 Outcome 

Treatment 

 

Matching method Health E(health) Change in 

health 

Change in 

E(health) 

Becomes unemployed Nearest-

neighbour 

0.006 

(0.046) 

-0.008 

(0.018) 

0.020 

(0.045) 

0.015 

(0.030) 

      

 Kernel  -0.061 -0.059 0.014 -0.001 

  (0.047) (0.017)** (0.044) (0.030) 

      

Becomes employed Nearest-

neighbour 

0.061 

(0.032)* 

0.004 

(0.008) 

0.037 

(0.034) 

-0.003 

(0.019) 

      

 Kernel 0.030 0.009 0.008 0.009 

  (0.031) (0.007) (0.032) (0.021) 
Note: Bootstrap standard errors (150 replications) in parentheses. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. 

 

 

 

Table 7. Test of covariate balancing for becoming employed. 

      

Variable Sample Mean 

treated 

Mean 

control 

% bias % 

reduction 

of bias 

t-test 

Age Unmatched 37.929 44.889 -60.9  -10.89*** 

 Matched 38.094 37.738 3.1 94.9 0.56 

       

Age squared Unmatched 1549.4 2165.2 -66.1  -11.72*** 

 Matched 1564.5 1529.3 3.8 94.3 0.72 

       

Middle education (t-1) Unmatched 0.5035 0.3934 22.3  4.04*** 

 Matched 0.5166 0.5258 -1.9 91.6 -0.30 

       

High education (t-1) Unmatched 0.2392 0.1374 26.2  4.84*** 

 Matched 0.2177 0.2158 0.5 98.2 0.07 

       

Health (t-1) Unmatched 4.0161 3.6532 45.8  8.19*** 

 Matched 3.9926 3.9686 3.0 93.4 0.52 

       

Note: Year dummies not reported. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. 
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Table 8. Average treatment effect on the treated for long-term unemployment. 

 Outcome 

Treatment 

 

Matching method Health E(health) Change in 

health 

Change in 

E(health) 

Becomes long-term 

unemployed 

Nearest-

neighbour 

 

Kernel 

-0.156 

(0.081)* 

 

-0.273 

-0.034 

(0.031) 

 

-0.154 

-0.099 

(0.080) 

 

-0.084 

0.105 

(0.055)* 

 

0.028 

  (0.085)** (0.030)** (0.088) (0.055) 

      

Becomes employed 

after long-term 

unemployment 

Nearest-

neighbour 

 

Kernel 

 

0.154 

(0.054)** 

 

0.057 

(0.055) 

0.025 

(0.014)* 

 

-0.011 

(0.013) 

0.109 

(0.057)* 

 

0.074 

(0.055) 

-0.039 

(0.036) 

 

0.000 

(0.032) 
Note: Bootstrap standard errors (150 replications) in parentheses. Significance: *** 1 %, ** 5 %, * 10 %. 
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Figure 1. Average level of self-assessed health.  

 

Figure 2. Galton squeeze diagram for those becoming unemployed. 
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Figure 3. Galton squeeze diagram for those employed in two consecutive periods. 
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Figure 4. Galton squeeze diagram for those becoming employed. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of propensity scores of becoming unemployed in the region of common 

support. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of propensity scores of becoming employed in the region of common 

support. 
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Notes 

                                                           
1 Koskela and Uusitalo (2006) provide an overview of the Finnish unemployment problem. 

2 Crossley and Kennedy (2002) show that the response reliability of self-assessed health is related to age, income 

and occupation. In total, around 28% of those that respond twice to the same health question changed their 

response on self-assessed health. McFadden et al. (2005) note that one problem with the questions on self-

assessed health is that different respondents can interpret the response scales differently. This may be a particular 

problem in cross-country comparisons of self-assessed health status when using data sources such as the ECHP. 

In our case, that problem is less severe, because we use information from the ECHP only for one country.   

3 As in all panel data sets, there is some amount of attrition between waves. 

4 We have reversed the scale of the health measure in the ECHP survey to emphasise that higher numbers 

correspond to better health. 

5 For instance, in the first wave of the ECHP from the year 1996, ”top-coding” means that it is not possible to 

observe unemployment durations of over 12 months. 

6 The same conclusion would be reached from a reverse Galton squeeze diagram where the end-point of each 

line is the final health level of some unemployed and the starting point is their average health while they were 

still employed. 

7 There are only two persons who were initially at health level one. After becoming employed both of them were 

at level 4.  

8 See e.g. Henning et al. (2003) for a discussion on this issue in another context. 

9 For instance, it is a well-known fact that better educated persons are usually healthier both by subjective and 

objective measures (see Martikainen, 1995, for evidence from Finland). The three education categories in the 

ECHP are third level education (ISCED 5-7), second stage of secondary level education (ISCED 3) and less than 

second stage of secondary level education (ISCED 0-2).  

10 Our result that becoming unemployed is not related to self-assessed health is in accordance with the results 

reported by Browning et al. (2006). They discover by using a random 10% sample of the male population of 

Denmark for the years 1981-1999 that being displaced does not cause hospitalization for stress-related disease. 

11 As a robustness check of the basic results, we estimated the models (1) and (2), but proxied the discrete health 

scores with a continuous variable that is based on the observed shares of the scores (following Terza, 1987). The 

estimates using the converted scores (not reported in tables) were quite similar to the ones obtained treating the 

scores directly as cardinal measures of health. 
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12 Due to poor convergence of the estimates, the age variable is left out of the estimation with control variables. 

13 The correlation between change in the health score and initial health can be positive only if the variance of the 

health scores increases over time (Campbell and Kenny, 1999). 

14 See e.g. Blundell and Costa Dias (2000), Caliendo and Kopeinig (2007), and Lee (2005) for surveys of the 

matching methods. 

15 In our analysis we use the programs written by Becker and Ichino (2002), and Leuven and Sianesi (2006) for 

Stata. 

16 We follow the definition of common support in the Leuven-Sienesi program, where this is defined to include 

all controls and those treated whose propensity score is below the maximum or above the minimum propensity 

score of the controls. In the Becker-Ichino program the common support option keeps all treated and those 

controls with a propensity score below the maximum or above the minimum of that of the treated. In practice, 

there are small differences in the results, but the significance of the estimated ATTs is not affected. 

17 If the data are divided into 7 blocks (based on an algorithm; see Becker and Ichino, 2002), the balancing 

property holds in all of the blocks.  

18 When change in expected health is used as the outcome, the number of observations in matching is smaller 

than in the other cases. In the estimation of the ordered probit models for health we use lagged health as an 

explanatory variable, so we lose one year and in differencing we lose another year. We have 287 treated and 

7773 controls in the region of common support (no treated off support). 

19 When the data are divided to 6 blocks, the balancing holds in all other cases, except for the age variable in the 

first block (lowest end of the distribution of propensity scores). If the squared age is left out, the balancing 

property holds. We have kept squared age in the model, but examined the sensitivity of the results to its 

exclusion. This has practically no effect on the estimated treatment effects. 

20 Again, the number of observations is slightly smaller when we have change in expected health as the outcome. 

There are 353 treated (17 off support) and 413 controls on common support. 

21 Gordo (2006) discovers, using the GSOEP data with random effects models, that being unemployed for a long 

period of time has a significant negative effect on health satisfaction while short-term unemployment does not 

always cause negative effects.  

22 We have made some experiments with parametric models by using long-term unemployment as the relevant 

measure of unemployment. The results that stem from parametric models are somewhat mixed.  


